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Recent articles linked to through LinkedIn, the professional networking website: “What’s Wrong
with Interviews?” “Why Your Resume Isn’t Working” “Forget About Raises and Benefits” and
“More Companies Ban Sitting During Meetings.” I ask you, What’s wrong with sitting? I like
sitting. I have a cushy chair and a solid oak conference table. Sitting lets me look you
eye-to-eye and take notes comfortably. How does one take notes comfortably standing up?
Tom Shadyac recently produced a documentary entitled I Am. He traveled the world asking a
couple key questions: What’s wrong with the world? And how can it be fixed? Spoiler alert:
his conclusion was that what is wrong with the world is us, humans. And responsibility for fixing
it lies with, yes, us, humans.
There seems to be a consensus out there that business-as-usual and life-as-we-know-it needs
to change. What I wonder is, can the premise change? If virtually everything needs
improvement, perhaps it’s time to adjust the focus away from, “What’s wrong with it?” to, “What
do we need here?”
Example number one: If meetings are not working, standing or sitting is not going to change
that. Back up one step, forget about the meeting altogether, and ask, What’s my goal or
objective? I have to plan a conference that involves twenty eight people from three states.
Forget the knee-jerk “I’ll call a meeting” approach. Instead, challenge yourself to find other
ways to communicate as needed, and as much as needed; no more, no less.
Example number two: Forget about raises and benefits. Tradition tells us that well paid people
are happy employees. Yes, we all work for money. But take a look at the young employees of
Face Book. Once that IPO gets off the ground, they are going to have more money than they
have ever dreamed of. Will it keep them at Face Book? Are there other reasons people want to
work there? No one stays anywhere forever anymore, so back out of the How do we keep
them? question, and ask instead, How do we capitalize on this talent while we have him or her?
Are you with me? On a global basis, we have a lot of fixing to do. On a more local level, some
of that repair will begin to happen when we blow up the old paradigms. We need to stop
manipulating an old model or rethinking an old question. Back up one step and rethink your
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approach based on your current objectives. Taking that road less travelled can make a
difference starting now.
Julie Desmond is Talent Manager for Express Employment Professionals. Send your
comments and career planning questions to julie.desmond@expresspros.com .
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